Structures and stability of salt-bridge in aqueous solution.
Structures and stability of salt-bridges in aqueous solutions were investigated using a complex formed from the guanidinium (Gdm+) and formate (FmO-) ions as a model system. The Test-particle model (T-model) potentials to describe the interactions in the Gdm+-H2O, FmO(-)-H2O and Gdm+-FmO- complexes were constructed, tested and applied in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the aqueous solutions at 298 K. The three-dimensional structures and energetic of the hydrogen bond (H-bond) networks of water in the first hydration shells of the Gdm+ and FmO- ions, as well as the Gdm+-FmO- complex, were visualized and analyzed using various probability distribution (PD) maps. The structures of the average potential energy landscapes at the H-bond networks were employed to characterize the stability and dynamic behavior of water molecules in the first hydration shells of the solutes. It was observed that water molecules in the first hydration shell of the close-contact Gdm+-FmO- complex form associated H-bond networks, which introduce a net stabilization effect to the ion-pair, whereas those in the interstitial H-bond network destabilize and break the solvent-separated Gdm+-FmO- complex. The present results showed that, in order to provide complete insights into the structures and stability of ion-pairs in aqueous solutions, explicit water molecules have to be included in the model calculations.